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Abstract: Needle and Syringe Exchange Programme (NSEP) is 

a HIV/AIDS prevention programme targeting hardcore drug 

addicts. NSEP encourages addicts to exchange used needles with 

new syringe for free. The NSEP in Malaysia involves the 

cooperation of multi-sector agencies such as the Ministry of 

Health (MOH), the Royal Malaysian Police (RMP) and the 

Malaysian AIDS Council (MAC). The implementation of the 

NSEP creates controversy when it being seen to encourage 

continuous drug addicts activities and solely focus on HIV/AIDS 

prevention. An exploratory study being conducted to examine the 

involvement of multisectoral in the NSEP. This article would only 

discuss RMP's findings with regards to its discretionary dilemma 

as a drug law enforcement agency. Five police officers of the 

Narcotics Crime Investigation Department were selected as 

informants. Data collection being carried out by using an in-depth 

interview method. The analyses form theme from data that being 

carried out inductively. This article would discuss only two of the 

overall studies: i) the form of discretion given by the RMP to 

NSEP clients and ii) the challenges encountered by RMP in 

defending its discretion. The findings highlighted dilemma 

encountered by police on their discretion not to arrest or impose 

any detention procedures towards NSEP clients. The RMP found 

it difficult to exercise discretion towards client because: i) the 

discretion not to arrest the addict was against the law, ii) the RMP 

was concerned about the misuse of discretion by the client and iii) 

the discretionary giving could affect public perception of RMP 

responsibility and integrity.  The study proposes a module in 

implementing the NSEP on a multisectoral network especially 

involving the police.          
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

  The Needle and Syringe Exchange Programme (NSEP) is an 

HIV/AIDS prevention programme that uses harm reduction 

approaches. NSEP is a remedial intervention aimed at 

reducing the prevalence of HIV/AIDS among hardcore drug 

users sharing syringes. NSEP encourages addicts to come 

forward to exchange used needle with clean syringe for free. 
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The World Health Organization (WHO) has outlined the 

NSEP as a more practical intervention to combat the spread of 

HIV not only among addicts but also indirectly to the general 

public [1–2]. The reduction of harm interventions such as the 

NSEP have begun to gain extensive acceptance in Asia 

Pacific especially Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan and Vietnam. These countries 

reported the expand of the services even though access to it do 

not fully meet client's demands [3]. In fact, some of the 37 

countries in the Asia-Pacific region that provide harm 

reduction services in particular the NSEP, still impose prisons 

as a means of punishment for drug addicts.  

The NSEP was first implemented in Malaysia as a pilot 

project in 2006 and received full support from the 

government, although according to Baba [4] it received mix 

reaction from the public in its early stages when it was first 

proposed. The NSEP is not an effort that is being easily 

accepted by the public and it creates controversial in many 

countries that implementing it because it is being evaluated as 

encouraging addicts, as well as contrary to the zero tolerance 

recovery and the law on drugs [5-8]. 

Malaysia has been combating drug abuse for a period of 

time and become more prominent since 1997 and aimed to be 

drug free country in 2015. Although Malaysia is widely 

recognised as a country with strict enforcement on drugs, the 

drug abuse and transmission of HIV/AIDS remains an 

unresolved challenge [3]. Until today, the Dangerous Drugs 

(Special Preventive Measures) Act 1985 has not being able to 

prevent drug abuse among Intravenous Drug Users (IDU) in 

Malaysia [9]. The prevalence of HIV/AIDS among IDUs also 

remains the same. To date, there is no state in Malaysia that is 

free of HIV/AIDS or drugs. Statistics of HIV cases in the 

country as at the end of 2014 have increased cumulatively to 

105,189 cases. In 1997, heroin was the most popular drug 

among the IDU in Malaysia, followed by morphine and 

cannabis. Meanwhile, injection is the preferred method 

among IDU to take heroin. IDUs in Malaysia share syringes 

and injection equipment too. Although Malaysia implemented 

harm reduction through the NSEP intervention, the 

Dangerous Drugs (Special Preventive Measures) Act 1985 

still technically prohibits the possession of syringes and 

needles without medical 

prescription. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

A. PROHIBITIONIST POLICY vs HARM 

REDUCTION 

 

The prohibitionist ideology has dominated how Malaysia 

focuses on the treatment, recovery and enforcement of drug 

laws in the country. Whereas, harm reduction movement at 

the international level would focused more on principles, 

objectives and methods that go against the prohibitionist drug 

policy [8-13]. The prohibitionist group strongly holds the 

philosophy that drug abuse could only be dealt with by means 

of punishment and legal enforcement. Harm reduction is in 

contrast to prohibitionist ideology-based remedies as it 

focuses more on shifting drug rehabilitation from punishment 

to a more open and concerning human rights of the IDUs [14]. 

In fact, proponents of the harm reduction movement feels that 

the enforcement actually worsen the risk caused by drugs 

[10]. 

This prohibitionist policy is in line with the model of moral 

or criminal justice as it was belief that drug abuse is morally 

wrong and should be classified as a form of crime that 

threatens national security [10]. Prohibitionists evaluate IDUs 

as devians who should be punished to prevent them from 

continuing to abuse drugs. Furthermore, sanctions have also 

become the instrument in planning drug rehabilitation 

programmes in most countries that embrace such ideologies. 

The ideology of rehabilitation based on punishment still 

remains as dominant global paradigm [15]. Until today, laws 

pertaining drug as well as strict rehabilitation policies with 

campaign against drugs and total abstinence is being strongly 

hold by many countries including major countries like United 

States of America and Britain. Thus, the prohibitionist 

certainly against the principles, policies and practices of harm 

reduction particularly through the Needle and Syringe 

Exchange Programme (NSEP). 

 

B. NSEP IMPLEMENTATION AND LAW 

ENFORCEMENT DILEMMA 

 

Analyses of the literature review found that problems with 

implementing the NSEP arised due to the conflict of law and 

much being discussed by previous researchers from the police 

jurisdiction point of view. Chatterjee [16], Davis, Burris, 

Kraut-Becher, Lynch, and Metzger [17], Beletsky, Macalino, 

and Burris [18], Midford, Acres, Lenton, Loxley, and Boots 

[19] and Lough [20] were among researchers that focused on 

the challenges of police acceptance towards the 

implementation of NSEP. Chatterjee [16] and Davis et al. 

[17] tends to focus on how police operations in combating 

drugs indirectly contributes to a significant impact on 

declining participation in the NSEP. Whereas Beletsky et al. 

[18] not only discussed the police operation and its effects 

towards NSEP but also emphasised that police behaviour and 

attitudes towards IDUs as significantly created their negative 

interactions. Midford et al. [19] and Lough [20] nevertheless 

have earlier discussed the same findings as Beletsky et al. 

[18]. 

The challenge of police involvement in the NSEP in 

Malaysia are  contradicting with NSEP philosophy, which do 

not focus on zero tolerance with the National Drug Policy [21 

- 22]. The contradiction further affected police commitment 

to enforce the Dangerous Drugs (Special Preventive 

Measures) Act 1985. During police operation at the NSEP 

outreach area, the addicts were frightened and reluctant to 

come forward to exchange needles with NSEP workers 

[16-18]. Up to now, although the NSEP has been carried out 

its operation for the past few decades, the IDUs that use the 

NSEP services still have bad experience dealing with police 

[23]. Police operations being considered as decreasing the 

outreach areas although they are responsible in enforcing the 

laws relating to drug abuse. 

Criminal convictions turns syringe sharing as preferred 

option by the IDUs compared to being caught with injection 

equipment and have to face punishment. Many IDUs were 

afraid of being caught with injections equipment without 

medical prescriptions. IDUs do not want to be seen buying 

needles and syringes from pharmacies or clinics [24]. A study 

of the NSEP implications among IDUs in China discovered 

that majority of the respondents they met either threw or hid 

the used syringes. This was intended to avoid being sent to 

rehabilitation centre if being caught by the police [34-36]. 

Indirectly, clashes with the police are certainly things that 

addicts try to avoid and this could affect their participation in 

the NSEP when they need to go out for needle exchange. 

Sharing the injection equipment as an implication will 

continue to be dominant as i) it is a common practice in drug 

use and ii) each time getting a new syringe or injection 

equipment is a difficult task. Thus, the multisectoral support 

of the Dangerous Drugs (Special Preventive Measures) Act 

enforcement agencies such as the police is essential in 

maximising the effectiveness of the NSEP and reducing the 

domination of needle sharing risk. However, inter-agency 

collaboration is not an easy task. 

 

C. POLICE DISCRETION IN NSEP 

 

The enforcement agency requested the police for their 

cooperation and discretion not to operate in the NSEP 

outreach area, not to detain their clients and not sending them 

to the rehabilitation centre. This is because the NSEP 

enforcement believe in the philosophy that efforts to stop 

dependence on drug as experienced by the addicts at 

rehabilitation centres are less practical [23, 37]. Drug addicts 

should be taught to reduce their addiction by adopting safe 

addiction. Therefore, police arrests and convictions for 

two-year rehabilitation punishment at the institution are also 

considered irrelevant. Thus,  police cooperation in giving 

discretion not to arrest NSEP clients is greatly needed by 

NSEP programmers. Moreover, police discretion has been 

one of the indicators in improving the achievement of NSEP 

objectives.  
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The concept of discretion is the most recently recognised 

aspect of police commissioning. However, its scope and 

limitations are still unclear and often being misunderstood not 

only by the police but also by the public. The role of the police 

in enforcing the law is largely dependent on the discretionary 

element as there is space allowing for option or more practical 

decisions made that suits the situation, which not necessarily 

without the limitations of the law alone [25]. 

Discretion plays a role in every facet of criminal law. The 

criminal justice system in the United States of America for an 

example, allows for the widely use of discretion through the 

police responsibilities, lawyers, judges, prosecutors, prison 

officers and parole officers [26]. 

However, the discretion rendered begins with the initial 

agency or gate keeper in the criminal justice system, i.e the 

police. The police is the one that need to make decision to 

take any legal action and whether they need to officially give 

discretion or otherwise in any enforcement process [27]. It is a 

difficult choice for police personnel because discretion is a 

form of formal action by police using self assessment based 

on experience in interpreting the harm of a particular criminal 

behaviour [28,26,29]. According to Gaines & Kappeler [30] 

and O'Connor [31], three factors that justify the use of police 

discretion are i) the situation or the burden of misconduct, ii) 

the police organisation factor (the organisation internal with 

regards to what is being allowed in administrative manner for 

the police) and iii) environmental factors (local community 

and current political culture according to locality) by taking 

into account public interest as a priority. Environmental 

factors are becoming more complex because it concerned 

detrimental effects of discretion towards the public.  When the 

public flaunt individual offenses as serious and of great harm, 

it is likely that the police will be less in giving discretion in 

any misconduct involving the crime [25]. In this situation, it is 

understood that police discretion are influenced by 

environmental factors. 

In general, there is no discretion that is exempt from the 

supervision of the law. Futhermore, many policemen 

understand that no discretion could be given in excessive 

misconduct or in violation of the law. Each discretion requires 

sturdy justification and is still bound by laws, regulations, the 

norms of the society and standard guidelines in police tasks. 

 Nonetheless, questions arised on how far the police could 

grant discretion to the implementation of the NSEP? What 

about the police officer point of view on the need to practice 

discretion towards NSEP clients? The questions were the 

justification on the need for a study to be conducted to 

identify police acceptance towards NSEP. 

This article will further discuss reasons why exercising 

discretion to the NSEP clients is a challenge for RMP as a law 

enforcement agency. 

 

III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
 

The two main objectives aimed in this study are i) to 

identify types of discretion given by the RMP to NSEP clients 

and ii) to explore the challenges that contribute dilemma to 

the RMP in practicing indefinite discretion to NSEP clients. 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

This study uses a qualitative research approach, in the form of 

an exploratory case study. Methodologically, the study has 

selected agency as the unit of analysis. A total of five (5) RMP 

officers named by the Narcotics Crime Investigation 

Department (NCID) were selected as informants representing 

the agency.  An important criterion set for informants is the 

officers must be the RMP representatives in the NATF 

(National AIDS Task Force) unit for the NSEP. 

Data collection is being carried out at the agency by using 

in-depth interview methods. Each informant was interviewed 

on an average of two to three series. The scope of the 

interview was based on analysis of previous research on Harm 

Reduction, NSEP, agency network and the duty of police as 

law enforcement [25,1,2,32]. 

The study applies the data analysis method used by Blaikee 

[38], Fortune, Reid & Miller [39] and Braun & Clarke [40] for 

guiding data analysis processes. The inductive analysis 

method require researchers to initially find and identify 

several sub-themes and will then form a major theme, 

followed by forming main themes.  A comparison was made 

to analyse the similarities and differences between the themes. 

Similar data segments were then being classified under the 

same cluster. The differences for each data segment were also 

being examined and assembled. The analysis of the themes 

derived from the interview data in this study is being 

conducted inductively. 

 

V. RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 

This section will discuss types of discretion and the 

challenges encountered by RMP in exercising discretion to 

NSEP clients. 

 

Types of discretionary conferred by the RMP to the NSEP 

clients  

 

The duty of policeman is basically in a discretionary 

manner as it involves the act of either setting evaluation or 

providing choices. Each police tasks especially at the micro 

level involves a particular officer making the choice whether 

to open investigations, questioning, investigate, detain, giving 

warn, consulting on any appeal, choosing a charge, close a 

case or prosecute in court [25]. Discretion may take place 

when arresting clients, take legal action, court hearings and 

even upon sentencing. Discretion being used by authorised 

police officer that provided them freedom to decide on how to 

act or otherwise against any law enforcement. However, the 

police are still governed by policies or guidelines in their 

discretion. As a matter of fact, the discretion cannot be given 

arbitrarily.  

 

Definitely there is no standard procedure of the  discretion 

(for NSEP). It has no Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). 

Therefore, the discretion being practised by the police would 

be according to the individual (the particular policeman), 

his/her experience, his/her knowledge that will be used when 

he/she preventing something based on his/her discretion.  

 

The results of the analysis 

found that police were 

requested to practice 
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discretion towards the NSEP clients as follows:  

 

i) Provide an opportunity for clients to come forward to make 

needle exchange in the NSEP outreach area. 

 

ii) Take no legal action or detain NSEP clients who are 

proven involved in the programme if they were met outside 

the NSEP outreach area during the drug operation.  

 

Discretion to allow client to go to NSEP outreach area to 

exchange needle  

 

Police and the agency implementing NSEP have agreed 

that there will be no police operation (ADDICTS OPS) to 

besiege and detain addicts within a 50 meter radius of the 

needle exchange programme area. The consideration would 

be given by providing NSEP an opportunity to increase 

numbers of IDU to come out and obtain clean needles.   

 

For NSEP, this is our discretion, we were asked to give 

opportunity for the programme to be carried out in the 

location parameters within a distance area in which we were 

required not to take action as the client is seeking services. 

We were asked for discretion because the programme did not 

provide drugs to its clients. We will not interrupt within a 

radius of 50 meters. We will take action if it is outside the 

radius. 

 

Police were aware that IDUs are likely to be terrified to join 

the NSEP if they feel insecure about the possibility of being 

arrested. 

 

Discretion for not taking action or detain NSEP outside 

outreach area 

 

The informant that being interviewed stated that the police 

were requested to give discretion not only to conduct 

ADDICTS OPS in the NSEP area but also to not taking action 

against clients that was within 50 meters radius in the NSEP 

outreach area. Besides, the police were also expected to 

extend discretion without arresting clients even outside the 

NSEP locality. 

  

The addict may be automatically considered to be an NSEP 

client but we expect them to present their ID cards in the 

event of police operation... we were asked not to take action 

against client within 50 meters. We were also asked not to 

take action on NSEP clients that having small amount of 

drugs with them. 

 

Both forms of discretion stated by the respondents were also 

being inserted in the RPM Standard Operation Prosedure of 

the Narcotic Crimes Investigation Department. It was 

moulded in collaboration between RMP with the agency who 

implement the NSEP and the Ministry of Health. The findings 

demonstrates that the police have practiced discretion towards 

NSEP clients but are still subject to the priority of  abiding the 

law. 

 

However, further analysis from the data of the studies 

found the existence of challenges for the police to 

permanently exercising the use of discretionary for the NSEP. 

 

The RMP challenges in exercising discretion towards 

NSEP clients 

 

The analysis found that it is difficult for RMP to give 

discretion to NSEP clients because: 

 

i) the discretion not to arrest NSEP clients whose having 

drugs or injections equipments are against the law 

 

ii) the NSEP clients may abuse the discretion since their 

important identification information were not being provided 

by the programme organiser. 

  

iii) the police should pay close attention towards public 

interests as permanent discretion may affect public 

perceptions on the intergrity of police and its duty. 

 

 

i) Discretion that is against the law 

 

          The discretion practiced by the police is subjective. 

Informant that being interviewed indicated that the RMP 

could withdraw the discretionary used towards the NSEP. 

Police personnel is being controlled by guideline of their 

services in terms of giving discretion. These guidelines may 

change from time to time in line with changes in the protection 

of the public interest (Bronnit & Stenning, 2011). According 

to the respondents, although the police agreed to allow 

discretion by not conducting operation (ADDICTS OPS) at 

the time of needle exchange, but to give discretion to the 

addict in possession of drugs and injection equipment are still 

considered as offenses. It is the principal of the police that 

they could not give discretion on any evidence of drug 

possession. 

 

...we can accept the discretion so that we do not interrupt the 

perimeter area where the NSEP being carried out, it is 

ok...but when it comes to drug possession, we actually unable 

to have any discretion on it. The NSEP organiser did 

requested, why not we consider discretion for this client. This 

client have needles so they must have intention to possess 

drugs. Meaning that when they receive this free needle, it is 

impossible the addicts (client) want to put water in the 

syringe. He must have buy drugs. Haa this is the problem. 

 

Certainly the clean needle that was originally ‘halal’ (legal) 

to own and use could be considered as wrong if the owner 

portray the ‘haram’ (illegal)  activities of drug abuse. The 

needle is 'halal' but the drug is ‘haram’. This understanding 

could be concluded by analysing how the following 

respondents assessed the challenge of giving discretion to the 

programme ... 

 

When there's a drug with him/her, it's an offense. The 

question of discretion supposedly should not arise. Meaning 

that giving discretion by allowing them to have even a small 

amount of drugs and not arresting them is actually against 

the law. We are giving unlawful discretion. The truth is that is 

not a discretion. Even though he/she is within a 50 meter 

radius but committing crime, 

still need to take action 

against him . 
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Although the NSEP targeting intervention to reduce HIV 

infection among IDUs, it appears that the police still give 

priority to protecting the public interest in compliance with 

the law. The contradiction between the needs of NSEP 

organiser and the the police priority to follow the law has been 

a challenge to the police in giving discretion towards the 

programme. 

 

ii) Abuse of discretion by NSEP client 

 

The concept of discretion is slightly confusing especially to 

agencies or individuals who do not understand it. For the 

purpose of this article, the concept of discretion tends to be 

vague, especially about the discretion not to detain NSEP 

clients during drug operations. In addition, RMP’s tendency 

to be discretionary is also found to be strongly associated with 

the transparency of NSEP facilitator in providing detailed 

information about their clients. 

Studies discovered that failure to do so has led to technical 

problems caused by the intransparency of specific identity 

card (ID) for NSEP client. The NSEP client ID (ID) card do 

not have important identification detail about who they are. 

The police would consider that the abusement of discretion 

could happen in this situation when anyone could claim to be 

an NSEP client and ask for discretion not to be arrested. 

Interview data analysis revealed that police were willing to 

use their discretion only if the detained IDUs could provide 

prove that they were NSEP clients. The discretion would be 

given by releasing IDUs to the NGOs of the programme once 

they have been certified as NSEP clients. However, it appears 

to be always a problems when there are queries in NSEP client 

ID card and causing difficulities to the police for verification 

purposes. The client ID card contains only the identification 

code number without any other details such as name or 

photograph of the card owner. The police officers that being 

interviewed revealed that despite the NSEP (Drop In 

Centre-DIC) emergency telephone number was also being 

displayed on the card, they still find it difficult to obtain 

confirmation about client as the DIC employees themselves 

could not be reached. In fact, in most cases, the DIC unable to 

verify the detained IDU as their client. 

 

When the person doesn't show he/her ID card, even if he/she 

claimed from NSEP, we cannot accept it. We need to take 

legal action, arrest, make urine test. We will send to hospital 

if it is positive, examine, and we will send to the rehabilitation 

centre when it is confirm that he/she is a drug addict. 

 

In the issue encountered by the NGOs (NSEP organiser) as 

well as the police pertaining the ID card, the police 

considered it as not transparent meanwhile the NGOs retain 

the confidentiality of their clients. We do not fully agree with 

the system in keeping confidential of IDU identity applied by 

the NSEP. It's a bit of a hassle for the police, especially in 

terms of ID verification. Is it true that the one that carry the 

ID card is the real card holder?  ID must be transparent. No 

need to keep it a secret. It save more time for inspection... we 

want to avoid the IDU from abusing the programme.   

 

Besides, even though the IDU possess an ID card, the 

police still has to adhere to the standard operating procedure 

(Standard Operating Procedure) on arresting where they have 

to bring detained IDUs during operations to the police station 

for urine tests. NSEP clients are likely to be released on a 

discretionary basis but when there is no verification of 

information by the DIC, and IDU is referred to solely by ID 

card number, the IDU is also subject to a detention procedure 

such as other IDUs that are not an NSEP clients. Doubtful of 

the ID and verification information failure by the NSEP 

organiser have made it difficult for the police to give 

discretion. 

 

iii) Discretion affects public opinion on 

police integrity 

 

NSEP in Malaysia also has a Drop-In Centre premises in 

residential areas that being freely visited by clients. Certainly 

the presence of clients at the premises or in the outreach area 

near the residential area could be noticed by the surrounding 

residents. The analysis findings also discovered that police 

received complaints from the public about frequent client 

presence near residential areas or government health clinics. 

The informants of this study stated that it is a priority for the 

police to respond to public complaints on all matters related to 

drug crime including programmes involving addicts such as 

the NSEP. 

 

The nearby residents at the outreach area lodge complaint. 

(Complaint) is easy, when they lodge complaint they'll just 

mention drug addict ... they wouldn’t know the individuals 

are  methadone or NSEP clients. To whom they make the 

complaint to? Definitely to the police. So, should the police 

act on it or not? Absolutely we must take action because it is  

the police jurisdiction. When action being taken by the police, 

arrest or expel clients and etc., NGOs and NSEP organiser 

would claim that police are not giving cooperation and do 

not give discretion. 

 

This situation caught RMP in dilemma between fulfilling 

its discretion for the NSEP or carrying out their duties in the 

interest of public safety and complaints. 

In addition to adhering to the police services policy to 

respond to every public complaint, all respondents 

interviewed also highlighted the importance of police in 

maintaining their integrity in the community. Informants were 

concerned about the image of the police when giving favor to 

the programme even if indirectly. It is expected that the public 

would not accept the fact if the police giving discretion to the 

NSEP by not patrolling regularly at the needle exchange area 

although complaints had been made. The basics of this 

concern could be identified through the following interviews 

with respondents: 

 

...sometimes if the public had made noise (complaint) then 

only (police) takes action. The police would have to take 

action otherwise they would accuse police is not doing their 

work.  Police can give order not to interrupt the programme, 

the only problem is the public perception. All this while, 

society has considered addicts as scum of society. Therefore, 

the concept (running the programme and giving discretion) 

causes the NSEP unacceptable. People were making noise 

when their places filled with drug addicts. The police would 

then could not say that they do 

not want to disturb the NSEP 

outreach area.    
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Even though it has been admitted that discretion being 

practice by police in their duty but Bronnit & Stenning, [25] 

thinks that discretion would be able to tarnished public 

confidence towards them. The image of the police as the 

authority in ensuring public safety will certainly queried by 

the society. Especially when the public do not understand the 

purpose of the discretion itself  (for the purpose of this article 

it refers to the discretion towards the NSEP and the drug 

addict involved). This findings is in line with a study 

conducted by Lough [20], Midford et al. [19] and Beletsky et 

al [18] who discovered that police pays attention to public 

expectations on police image and their responsibilities in 

NSEP.   

 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

HarmT reductionT interventionsT throughT NSEPT 

wereT designedT toT increaseT IDUT accessT toT 

sterilisedT injectionT equipmentT andT safeT addictingT 

activities.T TheT approachT transformsT existingT 

perceptionsT ofT drugT problemsT fromT theT perspectiveT 

ofT aT criminalT justiceT toT aT publicT healthT 

perspective.T However,T asT aT countryT thatT supportsT 

zeroT toleranceT forT drugs,T theT implementationT ofT 

theT NSEPT underT theT harmT reductionT strategyT isT 

stillT controversialT inT Malaysia.T ThisT studyT hasT 

successfullyT highlightedT theT challengesT ofT 

implementingT theT NSEPT thatT isT designedT basedT 

onT complianceT withT theT law.T TheT implementationT 

ofT theT NSEPT hasT beenT challengedT byT theT 

difficultyT ofT providingT permanentT discretionT 

particularlyT toT theT clientsT andT programmesT inT 

general.T TheT findingT supportsT previousT studiesT 

conductedT byT ChatterjeeT [16],T Davis,T etT al.T [17],T 

Beletsky,T etT al.T [18],T Midford,T etT al.T [19]T andT 

LoughT [20].T TheT studyT byT BeletskyT etT al.T [33]T 

pointedT outT theT importanceT ofT ensuringT policeT 

discretionT practicesT areT inT lineT withT theT lawT 

especiallyT inT assessingT howT farT theT policeT couldT 

authoriseT IDUsT inT possessingT cleanT needlesT forT 

drugT abuseT purposes. 

However,T policeT wereT likelyT toT beT lessT 

committedT toT theT programmeT asT theirT dutiesT areT 

entirelyT subjectT toT theT policeT actT andT ethics.T TheT 

DangerousT DrugsT (SpecialT PreventiveT Measures)T 

ActT hasT designedT theT agencyT toT evaluateT theT 

drugT abuseT problemsT asT issuesT ofT lawT andT 

security.T SoT anythingT involvingT drugT addictsT wouldT 

alsoT dragT theT controlT ofT lawT andT publicT safetyT 

issuesT alongT withT it.T TheT resultsT ofT thisT studyT 

demonstratesT theT poorT coordinationT ofT rolesT 

betweenT NSEPT agencyT andT theT policeT asT theT 

enforcementT especiallyT inT givingT discretionT toT 

NSEPT clients. 

TheT discretionT ofT theT policeT isT crucialT forT theT 

NSEPT toT encourageT IDUsT toT comeT outT forT 

needleT exchangeT withoutT fearT ofT beingT caughtT byT 

theT police.T PoliceT discretionT isT neededT byT notT 

detainingT clientsT despiteT operationsT nearbyT NSEPT 

areas.T NSEPT enforcementT agency,T especiallyT theT 

stateT HealthT DepartmentT andT theT MalaysianT AIDST 

CouncilT isT lookingT forwardT theT cooperationT ofT theT 

policeT forT notT interruptingT theT needleT exchangeT 

sessionT thatT beingT carriedT out.T TheT organiserT 

certainlyT doT notT wantT policeT operationsT toT causeT 

clientsT discomfortT andT fearT thatT wouldT makeT themT 

refuseT toT participate.T TheT refusalT definitelyT willT 

affectT theT involvementT ofT clientT intoT theT 

programmeT andT itT willT beT difficultT forT theT 

implementerT toT approachT theT IDU.T However,T thisT 

discretionT couldT notT beT easilyT achievedT byT theT 

NSEPT orT theT police. 

ThereT areT threeT mainT factorsT makingT itT difficultT 

forT theT policeT toT exercisingT discretion:T i)T TheT 

discretionT givenT isT againstT theT lawT ii)T itT isT 

difficultT toT verifyT NSEPT clientT identityT cardT (IDT 

card)T becauseT itT doT notT containT importantT 

identifyingT information,T whichT couldT eventuallyT 

beingT misusedT toT obtainT immunityT fromT beingT 

detained.T InT addition,T iii)T theT policeT stillT haveT toT 

respondT toT publicT complaintsT aboutT NSEPT clientsT 

makingT anyT discretionT notT toT interruptT IDUT areasT 

sometimesT hasT toT beT withdrawn.T TheT policeT alsoT 

takeT itT seriouslyT ifT theirT integrityT beingT 

questionedT byT theT publicT asT itT isT affectingT theT 

securityT ofT theT countryT byT givingT discretionT inT 

relationT toT lawT enforcement. 

TheT discussionT ofT theT findingsT ofT theT studyT isT 

furtherT enhancedT byT emphasisingT theT roleT ofT 

socialT factorsT inT thisT discretionaryT practice.T TheT 

analysisT ofT thisT researchT dataT showsT thatT earlierT 

discussionT onT theT clashesT doT existT betweenT theT 

NSEPT organiser,T theT policeT andT theT public.T InT 

moreT detail,T givingT discretionT becomesT difficultT 

causedT byT conflictT ofT interestT andT focus.T TheT 

differencesT ofT interestT identifiedT areT 1)T theT 

agency'sT expectationsT ofT policeT discretionT beingT 

seenT asT providingT opportunitiesT andT prioritisingT 

clientsT safeT addictT activitieT 2)T theT police'sT 

willingnessT toT conductT drugT operationsT onT aT 

regularT basisT isT inT accordanceT withT lawT 

enforcementT proceduresT andT 3T )T TheT tendencyT ofT 

theT publicT toT questionT theT integrityT ofT theT policeT 

inT givingT discretionT toT NSEPT clientsT isT thatT theyT 

acceptT thatT drugT addictionT isT aT socialT problemT 

andT aT crimeT toT theT publicT safety.T TheT collisionT 

ofT theseT threeT expectationsT illustratesT thatT itT isT 

notT easyT toT solelyT believeT onT theT conceptT ofT 

discretionT inT procedureT ofT theT lawT especiallyT 

whenT noT changesT beingT beenT madeT toT theT act. 

 

However,T thisT effortT requiresT longT periodT ofT timeT 

asT theT integrationT definitelyT requireT priorT changesT 

toT theT existingT socialT policiesT andT lawsT pertainingT 

toT drug. 

 

T AsT such,T itT isT recommendedT thatT theT NSEPT 

takeT intoT accountT theT higherT commitmentT ofT theT 

policeT onT givingT discretion.T DeeperT collaborationT 

betweenT theT variousT agenciesT involvedT inT theT 

NSEPT shouldT includeT theT followingT efforts: 

 

a)T formulateT aT 

frameworkT toT integratingT 

existingT drugT policiesT byT 
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ensuringT thatT theT lawsT onT drugT wouldT payT moreT 

attentionT toT harmT reduction 

 

b)T toT ensureT thatT thereT areT effectiveT methodsT inT 

assessingT theT outcomeT ofT theT harmT reductionT 

intervention.T ThisT includesT developingT dataT 

collectionT systemT onT howT wellT theT NSEPT couldT 

reduceT theT risksT ofT HIV/AIDS 

 

c)T promotingT andT enhancingT inter-sectoralT 

cooperationT asT aT wayT ofT collaborationT (integration)T 

inT achievingT theT objectivesT ofT reducingT demandT 

(supplyT ofT drugs)T andT reducingT harmT (resultingT 

fromT drugs) 

d)T formulateT aT commonT understandingT betweenT theT 

relevantT agenciesT onT howT harmT reductionT modulesT 

shouldT beT implemented 

e)T developT anT integratedT trainingT strategyT 

(integration)T forT theT policeT andT otherT relevantT 

agencies. 

Additionally,T theT NationalT AIDST TaskT ForceT forT 

theT NSEPT inT MalaysiaT wasT foundT notT initiatingT 

legalT practitionersT commitmentT (lawyerT andT legalT 

advisor).T Thus,T itT isT suggestedT thatT aT studyT 

focusingT onT theT legalT practitionersT principleT fromT 

allT agenciesT toT beT conducted.T TheT purposeT ofT 

thisT studyT fromT theT perspectiveT ofT lawT isT toT 

validateT theT syringeT exchangeT programmeT inT 

Malaysia.T ItT isT importantT asT aT priorT attemptT toT 

integrateT theT roleT ofT agenciesT thatT haveT alwaysT 

beenT boundT byT laws,T forT instance,T theT policeT 

thatT enforcingT theT DangerousT DrugsT (SpecialT 

PreventiveT Measures)T ActT 1985.T Moreover,T theT 

studyT isT expectedT toT serveT asT aT preliminaryT 

effortT toT understandT theT effectiveT methodT 

approachesT toT integrateT harmT reductionT inT theT actT 

ofT drugsT inT Malaysia.T WhenT theT legalT stanceT 

couldT beT identified,T furtherT effortsT onT howT toT 

applyT harmT reductionT intoT theT ZeroT ToleranceT 

moduleT thatT hasT becomeT drugT policyT inT MalaysiaT 

couldT beT developed. 

InT conclusion,T theT implementationT ofT theT NSEPT 

observesT valueT conflictsT whenT aT 'halal'T (legal)T 

cleanT needleT becameT ‘haram’T (illegal)T whenT theT 

purposeT ofT possessingT theT needleT isT forT drugT 

abuse.T TheT colliationT ofT theseT valuesT needsT toT 

beT realisedT andT notT beingT takenT lightlyT byT NSEPT 

organiser.T AlthoughT theT purposedT ofT changesT toT 

theT publicT healthT policyT andT drugT rehabilitationT 

developedT byT theT NSEPT wereT toT increaseT IDUT 

accessT toT safeT addicts,T theT implementationT wouldT 

becomeT difficultT withoutT theT cooperationT ofT theT 

policeT asT theT lawT enforcement.T CollaborationT 

betweenT police,T publicT healthT agenciesT asT wellT asT 

drugT treatmentT andT rehabilitationT agenciesT haveT 

greatT potentialT toT developedT newT methodsT andT 

interventionsT toT reduceT HIV/AIDST riskT behaviorsT 

causedT byT drugT abuse.T EachT agencyT wouldT beT 

ableT toT createT aT multisectoralT workingT networkT byT 

identifyingT pointsT ofT commonT goalsT betweenT 

agencies.T However,T initialT effortsT toT integrateT 

NSEPT ideasT intoT theT existingT lawsT onT drugT 

wouldT firstT needT toT beT addressed.T ItT isT importantT 

soT thatT theT impactT ofT drugT abuseT issuesT beT wellT 

awareT ofT fromT timeT toT timeT andT willT notT 

continueT toT beT aT threatT toT nationalT security. 
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